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Character Background

- Fact #1: Very social
- Fact #2: really smart
- Fact #3: loud
Internals

Mental: mentally unstable

Spiritual: Wants to be famous/popular

Emotional: Happy
Externals

**Dress**

- Fact 1: blue and yellow old school chinese silk clothing.
- Fact 2: where’s a weird blue hat (don’t know what it’s called.)

**Movement**

- Fact 1: very sporadic when he walks.
- Fact 2: he won't stop moving.
Externals

Posture: He stands all slausch like and he raises his legs very high.

Mannerisms: He talks so weird that it's hard to understand what he is saying (except for Danny)(AKA Jin).
I think Chin Kee is not popular, annoying, loud and never shuts up. People don’t really like him and I think he’s important to the story because he was the Monkey King the whole time testing him.
Resources

I used the book and pictures from the internet.